Join the leading scientific forum for European Simulationists

The European Conference on Modelling and Simulation (ECMS 2012) is co-organised by the Institute of Information Systems in Business and Public Administration which (together with the other institutes of the department) offers study programmes including modelling and simulation in economics and the social sciences.

ECMS 2012 is hosted by the University of Koblenz-Landau, a university originating from several teacher colleges and re-founded in 1990 with two campuses 200 km apart. The Koblenz campus was built in 1999-2001. It hosts the Computer Science Department, with 1800 students and 22 research groups one of the most research intensive departments of the university, comprising institutes of computer science, computational visualistics, web science, software engineering, information systems, and management.

www.uni-koblenz-landau.de
http://erkunden.uni-koblenz.de/

Enjoy the beauty of Koblenz and the Middle Rhine

Koblenz at the confluence of Rhine and Moselle is one of the oldest towns in Germany, founded by the Romans (8 B.C., so in 2012 Koblenz will be 2020 years old), today a city of 107,000 inhabitants with a large number of IT firms and other institutions of the service and administration sector. Koblenz hosted the 2011 Federal Horticultural Exhibition which beautified both the area around Deutsches Eck and the Ehrenbreitstein Fortress. Koblenz is the northern end of the Middle Rhine gorge, a UNESCO World Heritage full of medieval castles and picturesque landscapes.

Links:
www.stadt-koblenz.de
www.buga2011.de
3 pictures provided by: © Koblenz-Touristik
www.koblenz-touristik.de
The conference will include the following tracks:

Simulation of Intelligent Systems (Zuzana Oplatková)
Simulation of Complex Systems and Methodology (Krzysztof Amborski)
Simulation in Industry, Business and Services (Alessandra Orsoni)
Agent-Based Simulation (Michael Möhring)
Simulation and Visualization for Training and Education (Webjørn Rekdalsbakken)
Simulation, Experimental Science and Engineering (Jan Amborski)
Finance, Economics and Social Science (Javier Otamendi)
Modelling, Simulation and Control of Technological Processes (Jiri Vojtesek)
Electrical and Electromechanical Engineering (Sergiu Ivanov)
Discrete Event Modelling and Simulation in Logistics, Transport and Supply Chain Management (Gaby Neumann)
High Performance Modelling and Simulation (Joanna Kolodziej)
Simulation-Based Business Research (Matthias Meyer)
Policy Modelling (Maria Wimmer)
Social Dynamics and Collective Behaviour (Flaminio Squazzoni)

For paper submissions please check http://www.scs-europe.net/conf/ecms2012/deadline.html
Please email any question you might have, to: ecms@scs-europe.net

Submissions, Deadline, Fee
The conference fee includes proceedings (also on CD), reception, lunches, coffee breaks and the conference dinner.

Submission deadline for full paper February, 16th, 2012

Fee for authors/participants who have been registered in ECMS 2009-ECMS 2011 € 375
Student participants with paper € 275
New Participants or new authors € 425
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